
The new ARTISAN 29-172 SB series machines have a long needle bar stroke and will sew up to about 1/4” of leather or fabrics. The stitch length is adjustable up to a long length of 3.7 stitches per inch (1-7 mm). As with all universal feed machines the feeding presser foot turns in 360° which allows the machine to sew in any direction. The extra large balance wheel can be mounted either on the end of the main shaft or on the front of the machine.

ARTISAN machines are sewn-off using “Rice” brand “Premium Performance” bonded nylon stitching threads from size Z-33 to size Z-138. Standard machines are normally sewn-off using size Z-46 “Rice” brand threads. ARTISAN 29-172 SB machines are designed and manufactured to quietly and smoothly stitch smaller sized leather, canvas, nylon, webbing, belts, tack, harness, and other types of heavy and light duty industrial and consumer products including stitching on patches and emblems on shirts and jackets.

Professionals such as saddlemakers, boot, and shoemakers, auto trimmers, upholsters, sailmakers, hobbyists, and people that need to sew bulky or cylindrical fabrics with a 12 1/2” stitching area choose the 29-172 SB when only the finest quality stitching performance is acceptable.